
 

 
 

 

 

 
 

 

Over the past 30 years, Friends have been providing transformational support for the Hall, ensuring this historic 

building remains a home for great music making. Enjoy the benefits of friendship by joining as a Friend today, and 

be a part of the Wigmore story.    

 

Wigmore Hall is a no smoking venue. No recording or photographic equipment may be taken into the auditorium nor used in any other part of the Hall without the prior 
written permission of the management.  
In accordance with the requirements of City of Westminster persons shall not be permitted to stand or sit in any of the gangways intersecting the seating, or to sit in any 
other gangways. If standing is permitted in the gangways at the sides and rear of the seating, it shall be limited to the number indicated in the notices exhibited in those 
positions. 
Disabled Access and Facilities - full details from 020 7935 2141. 
Wigmore Hall is equipped with a ‘Loop’ to help hearing aid users receive clear sound without background noise. Patrons can use this facility by switching hearing aids to 
‘T’. 

 
Please ensure that watch alarms, mobile phones and any other electrical devices which can become audible are switched off. Phones on a vibrate setting can still be heard, 
please switch off. 
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Hector Berlioz  (1803-1869)   Les nuits d'été Op. 7 (1840-1)   
Villanelle • Le spectre de la rose • Sur les lagunes • 
Absence • Au cimetière • L'île inconnue  

 

Benjamin Britten  (1913-1976)    Winter Words Op. 52 (1953)   
At day-close in November • 
Midnight on the Great Western • Wagtail and baby • 
The little old table • The Choirmaster's Burial • 
Proud songsters • At the railway station, Upway • 
Before life and after  

 

 

 

 
 

This concert is being broadcast on BBC Radio 3 

 

  

 



 

 

Berlioz’s summer nights and Britten’s winter words 

take us on a journey through select seasons of the 

soul: the six songs of Les nuits d’été revolve around 

the beauty, fragility, and loss of love, while the eight of 

Winter Words thematise youthful innocence and the 

experience of age. 

Les nuits d’été are 1840-1 settings of words by 

Théophile Gautier, who was a friend of Berlioz and 

moved in similar artistic circles. The texts were drawn 

from the ‘Poésies diverses’ section of Gautier’s La 
comédie de la mort, which was published in 1838; 

Berlioz made light amendments to some of Gautier’s 

titles, and changed the order of the poems. The set 

was published in 1841 by the Parisian firm Catelin, and 

dedicated to the composer and poet Louise Bertin. 

Performances, however, were scarce: it is believed 

that, with the exception of ‘Absence’, the songs 

weren’t heard onstage in their voice-piano guise 

during Berlioz’s lifetime. 

From these inauspicious beginnings, Les nuits d’été 

evolved dramatically: between 1843 and 1856, Berlioz 

sporadically adapted individual songs for voice and 

orchestra. He varied the specified voice types, 

transposed ‘Le spectre de la rose’ and ‘Sur les 

lagunes’ into new keys, and dedicated each song to a 

different singer. The first orchestration, ‘Absence’, 

had a successful outing at a Leipzig charity concert in 

1843 – Mendelssohn admired it, and Berlioz felt it ‘ten 

times more effective than on the piano’ – but it was 12 

years before he orchestrated another (‘Le spectre de 

la rose’). The final four were orchestrated rapidly in 

March 1856, but it is believed that Berlioz never heard 

a full performance of the cycle. When the publishers 

Rieter-Biedermann issued a complete orchestral 

score in 1856, they also provided an edition for voice 

and piano: these were reductions of the orchestral 

versions, rather than editions of Berlioz’s original 

1840-41 songs, leading to competing sources for 

early recitalists. 

As an early and innovative example of the 

orchestral song cycle, there is no doubt that the 

orchestral songs have overshadowed their voice-

piano counterparts in performance, on record and in 

the eyes of historians and musicologists. But, as with 

other dual-version songs by composers like Mahler 

and Strauss, the voice-piano Les nuits d’été makes its 

own valuable contribution to the song repertoire, and 

deserves to be heard and appreciated on its own 

terms – not least in the intimacy and intensity gained 

in the duo version, the differences in momentum and 

pace that ensue, and the capacity for the piano alone 

to conjure the details of Gautier’s vibrant Romantic 

images every bit as evocatively as a full orchestra. 

The cycle’s unity comes not from a narrative 

progression, but from common themes, moods, and 

musical motifs that bind the songs together. The first 

and last songs are upbeat, with bucolic words and 

jaunty music, but the gravitas of the four central 

songs means that the optimism of the closing ‘L'île 

inconnue’ may ring slightly hollow. Songs 2-5 contain 

some of Berlioz’s most profound and affecting music, 

replete with melodic inspiration and harmonic depth, 

from the balance of ethereal whimsy and musical 

ecstasy in ‘Le spectre de la rose’, to the anguish of the 

death of a beloved in ‘Sur les lagunes’, the ardent 

summons to a distant beloved in ‘Absence’, and the 

crepuscular visions of ‘Au cimitière’. 

Britten never met Thomas Hardy, who died when 

the composer was a teenager, but the two shared 

several creative preoccupations and it is perhaps 

surprising that Winter Words was the composer’s 

only sustained engagement with Hardy’s poems. 

Britten selected the eight poems from a collected 

edition, so each has a different provenance, but the 

title for the set was adopted from that of Hardy’s last 

volume, which was published posthumously following 

his death in 1928 at the age of 87. The songs were 

written in 1953, and originally composed for high 

voice and piano – specifically for the voice of tenor 

Peter Pears, who was Britten’s partner and frequent 

collaborator – but versions for lower voice were later 

produced by Boosey & Hawkes. 

While so much of Britten’s inspiration came from 

his native coastal Suffolk, it was the rural West and 

South of England that permeated Hardy’s literary 

imagination, and which infiltrate the poems of this set. 

No narrative is imposed by Britten upon his selected 

poems, but they are bound loosely by themes of 

childhood innocence and adult experience, and of 

reminiscence both bitter and sweet. Britten’s operatic 

preoccupations shine through in the set: Hardy’s 

detailed observations of everyday scenes, from which 

universal messages can be drawn, give rise to what 

are effectively miniature operas. 

The songs are replete with vivid touches that bring 

Hardy’s scenes to life: the piano is responsible for the 

creaking wood in ‘The little old table’, the chirruping 

and fluttering of the young birds in ‘Proud songsters’, 

and the virtuosic flourishes and double-stops of the 

boy with the violin (in ‘At the railway station, Upway’). 

The convincing train-whistle triads and jolting 

rhythmic thrust of ‘Midnight on the Great Western’ 

remind us that the trains Hardy (and Britten) knew 

offered greater sonic spectacle than anything pulling 

out of Paddington today. 

The emotional heart of the cycle is ‘The 

choirmaster’s burial’: the soaring, angelic melismas, 

the lyrical piano transformation of the hymn-tune 

mentioned in the poem, and the concise narrative 

bracketing of the tale at the end are all paradigmatic 

of Britten’s powerful vocal storytelling. The 

philosophical final song – with its beseeching final 

question (‘how long? How long?’) gives rise to further 

vocal intensity characteristic of Britten’s writing for 

Pears’s voice. 
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Texts continue overleaf 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 (1913-1976)  
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Thomas Hardy 

 

 

  

  



  

  

  

  

  



  

 
Translation of Berlioz by Richard Stokes from A French Song 
Companion (Johnson/Stokes) published by OUP 
 

 


